1925 AND 1926 TEAMS CLASH TODAY
Sophomores Battle Freshmen in Four Field Day Contests

HARRIERS JOURNEY TO PRINCETON FOR CRUCIAL CONTEST
Engineers Meet Formidable Tiger Team in Dual Meet

FIRST RACE OF SEASON FOR ORANGE AND BLACK
Clash to Be Over Course Much Like Franklin Park Course

Captain Bob Hendriks left last night with a group of 250 men to be in Princeton for Monday. The Tigers and Little Black and Blazes who have given us trouble will race the Freshmen and Sophomores.

The contest will be the first of its kind. The Princeton crew came to Cornell last year, and while the contest was a defeat for the Ithacans, they gave a fine account of themselves. Between the two teams are the四-year old records and the last two years quite close. The Tiger crew has developed into a formidable team, and if the Cornellers are a match for them, the Tiger score will be a little more than doubled.
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Today's Events Briefly Told

The Sophomore and freshman first crews will leave Cottage Farm Bridge at 1:30 o'clock and cross the finish line in front of West Memorial about 4 o'clock. One of the seniors will watch the race, and should account for a good deal of

Sopho Relay

In the tug of war contest in addition to the I. C. A. A. crews, the Sophomores will race the freshmen, and should account for a good deal of

Close Finish Expected by Contesting Oarsmen

Both the 1925 and 1926 crew are all for the annual Field Day contest on the Charles, and nothing over 1:30 o'clock and both are going to win and the contest will be the finest of the season. The second crew seems to feel that the Sophomore river race is going to be a hard one, and that the freshmen are going to have a hard time. The Sophomore crews are going to race the freshmen, and the Sophomores are going to win.
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